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Within the Universal Water Treatment Market Place, the use 

of chlorinated substances and their long term effects on 

both the ecology and physical health are giving ques(onable 

concern. The use of chlorine is  beginning to be looked at in 

a different light. 

 

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ is a per oxygen, it liberates oxygen 

and is as powerful as any Chlorine donor and also more  

powerful than Bromine.  

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ is the ul(mate in Swimming comfort—there are no offensive odours, there is no taste. 

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ is more conduc(ve to a safer ecology no CFC’s are given off into the  atmosphere and the                     

compound cannot affect the environment when the pool water is ‘backwashed’ down the drain—thus can be named 

‘green friendly’. 

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ cannot produce the ‘Wheezes’ associated with the use of chlorine in indoor applica(ons and the 

irrita(ng rashes o5en associated with bromine. 

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ is far more gentle on the fabric of the pool, liners and ancillary equipment,  especially covers and 

pool cleaners.  

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ has far less effect on the degrada(on of Air—Condi(oning systems that  Chlorine substances and 

gives a superior atmospheric environment. 

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ is economical. 

 

Do not be surprised—A closer study of your local Supermarket shelves blatantly hi-lights ‘Ac(ve Oxygen’ compounds re-

placing the use of chlorinated substances once found in Unilevers and Proctor & Gambles long established household dis-

infec(on products. Conglomerates such as Unilever are not concerned with manufacture of either chlorine or per ox-

ygen’s—purely the base economics and results. 

 

Surex believe that the days of Chlorine are numbered, too many unanswered ques(ons to it’s suitability and safety sur-

round it’s applica(on. Without ‘crying wolf’ - will chlorine be the asbestosis of the new millennium ? 
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Reasons why to 

use Surex OO2 

Oxysure 

Safety 

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ cannot produce chloramines reac(ons as chlorine does that causes both sore eyes and enhance the 

respiratory wheeze’s. The compound has far less effect on environmental air   condi(oning  -  In indoor applica(ons atmos-

pherics' are purer. 

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ Unlike chlorine, pool owners can swim within a few hours of a heavy shock dose without any ad-

verse effects. 

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ dissolves immediately. It cannot clog injec(on points  - therefore, less Engineering and Service prob-

lems. 

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ compa(ble with all chlorine donors. It is the most suitable compound for shock dosing with ozone 

and electro—physical genera(ng system. 

 

Comfort 

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ whether in granular or tablet form does not smell or taste, whilst leaving the pool water crystal 

clear and safe to swim in. 

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ is so5 on the skin, making shampooing of the hair more manageable. 

With the applica(on of Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ customer apprecia(on and appraisal is tremendous - swimmers enjoy their 

swim ! 

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ treated water has purer and be=er breathing quali(es. 
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Ecology 

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ (and its compa(ble back up chemical addi(ves available from Surex) thankfully will not add to the 

mess that helps pollute both the waterways and airways of this world’s nonchalant populous. 

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ when backwashed, all that is deposited down the drain, unlike most Chlorines,  is wasted water, 

heat and effort -  you will not affect the ecology. 

Economy 

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ is less expensive than good Chlorine, and far less expensive than Bromine.  

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ is less aggressive on the total pool fabric, including pool liners, cleaners, ancillary equipment and 

rela(ve air condi(oning systems in indoor applica(ons  -  this means longer life expectancy of rela(ve equipment. 

 

Last but not least 

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™  is stable and not affected by light and heat and is not affected by ‘Chlorine Lock’ as are stabilised 

chlorine donors  - an increasing problem. 

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ is a great shock dosing material that can be added  between bathing loadswithout undue effect on 

swimmers and their comfort. 

Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™ can be relied on to clear that Emergency ‘Green Pool’ Problem, allowing swimmers to swim without 

any discomfort far, far quicker than any other chlorine applica(on. 

 

Please see the wide range of Applica+ons compa+ble with Surex OO2 Oxy-Sure™  

 

• In Ground & Above Ground Pools. 

• Spa, Hot Tubs & Je=ed Whirlpool Baths. 

• In conjunc(on with Electro Physical Generators (Ionisers), UV & Ozone Generators. 

• Animal Exercise Pools. 

• Both Fountain & Water Feature Applica(ons. 

• Cooling Tower Applica(ons. 

• Various Industrial Applica(ons  



The following chart should be used a guide based on a regular family bathing load only using the Surex 

OO2 Oxysure system in your Above Swimming Pool during the summer season. 
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12’ Round 

Pools 

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY 

SUREX OO2 

OXYSURE 

 50 GRAMS 

(1 SCOOP) 

 50 GRAMS 

(1 SCOOP) 

 50 GRAMS 

(1 SCOOP) 

 

CHLORINE 

GRANULES 

      50 GRAMS 

(1 SCOOP) 

Guidelines : 

When applying Chlorine Granules we suggest not to bathe for 18 - 24 hours. 

When using Chlorine tablets in a mushroom feeder ensure to remove 30 minutes before swimming 

Apply Surex OO2 Oxysure by sprinkling around the pool water surface 

Always remember to check levels on your test kit before adding any chemical 

If levels are correct they is no need to add any further chemical. 

Always remember to check the PH and TA Levels and adjust accordingly 

15’ Round 

Pools 

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY 

SUREX OO2 

OXYSURE 

 150 GRAMS 

(3 SCOOPS) 

 100 GRAMS 

(2 SCOOPS) 

 100 GRAMS 

(2 SCOOPS) 

 

CHLORINE 

GRANULES 

      100 GRAMS 

(2 SCOOPS) 

18’ Round 

Pools 

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY 

SUREX OO2 

OXYSURE 

 150 GRAMS 

(3 SCOOPS) 

   150 GRAMS 

(3 SCOOPS) 

 

CHLORINE 

GRANULES 

   50 GRAMS 

(1 SCOOP) 

  100 GRAMS 

(2 SCOOPS) 


